This paper focuses on the methodology described in CreditRisk + Technical Document. Appendix A provides analytical explanations of the techniques used to generate the loss distribution arising from a credit portfolio. It is worth mentioning that although the underlying concepts are easy to grasp for those with an intermediate mathematical background, the notation used in this paper may bother those who are not fully familiar with it.
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Introduction
Many publications related to the credit risk field have come out during the last ten years or so. Unsurprisingly, the different methodologies used today to measure Value at Risk -VaR -of a credit portfolio, such as CreditMetrics (JP Morgan, 1997) , CreditRisk + (Credit Suisse Financial Products, 1997), PortfolioManager (KMV, 1997) and McKinsey´s CreditPortfolioView (Wilson, 1997) were born in that period. Subsequent to such publications, the goals of the more recent literature were to outline each work's peculiarities 2 and to analyze the differences and similarities 3 . Other literature espoused the expansion of their applications 4 .
Based on credit risk management's popularity, quite a few Internet portals exclusively focused on the subject, while many others researched it deeply 5 , though not in an exclusive fashion 6 . In this paper, we focus on the methodology followed in the CreditRisk + Technical Document. Its appendix A gives analytical explanations of the techniques used to generate the loss distribution arising from a credit portfolio. It is worth mentioning that although the underlying concepts are easy to grasp for those with an intermediate mathematical knowledge, the notation used in this paper may annoy those who are not fully familiar with.
First, we concentrate on the concepts of the probability generating function and convolution, and their application to CreditRisk + . We then explain in practical terms the use of the recurrence relation used by CreditRisk + . Lastly, we develop an alternative way to calculate CreditRisk + through the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
In order to cover the gap between theory and practical implementation we provide VBA, MatLab and R codes that present, step-by-step, all practical applications covered in this paper.
Probability Generating Function 7
In this section, we introduce some basic concepts related to discrete probability distribution.
Discrete Probability Distribution
Let X be a discrete random variable defined on nonnegative integers, 0,1,2. The random variable X can be fully described by a probability vector: Where a number of zeros are added to the right.
For a discrete variable with a probability vector which is also the expected value of X t .
The variable may represent:
X
The number of obligors and the probability that they default or not default during a given period of time, or The exposure in the obligors and the probability that they default or not default during a given period of time. and it has a probability generating function:
( ) and it has the probability generating function: ( ) 
EXAMPLE 2.3:
Let's consider a portfolio with only one obligor. Suppose this obligor has an annual 8% unconditional probability of default. An individual obligor may default or not default, thus, the number of defaults that may take place in the portfolio by the end of the year shall have the following probability distribution: is equivalent to formula (3) of the CreditRisk + Technical Document, although we introduce it as a function of t and not
, as it appears in the document.
z EXAMPLE 2.4:
We can formulate the previous example in a different way. If we define the portfolio value as the event of interest, instead of the number of defaults, and considering the individual obligor with an exposure value of $10 and a recovery value of $0, we will find that at the end of the year the portfolio value shall have the following probability distribution: which has the probability generating function:
0.08 0.92
Convolution
Suppose and independent discrete random variables defined on non-negative integers. Let we have:
Since many of the terms are zero, we have: 
due to the independence of and K . In other words, the probability generating function of the sum N is the product of and .
In terms of probability generating function for the random variable defined by equations (2.5) and (2.8) , we have: Let's consider the portfolio with two obligors. We assume that one obligor has an annual unconditional probability of default of 8% and the other has an annual unconditional probability of default of 5%. Thus the number of defaults that may take place in the portfolio by the end of the year shall have the following probability distribution: Equation (2.24) shall be interpreted as follows: There is a 0.4 % of probability that both obligors default, a 12.2 % of probability that only one obligor defaults, and an 87.4% of probability that neither obligors default, after one year.
EXAMPLE 2.8:
The above example can be introduced using the portfolio value as the event of interest, instead of using the number of defaults; thus, if we assume that the exposure is $10 for the first obligor and $ 5 for the second, and further assuming a recovery value of $0 in both cases, the portfolio ´s value by the end of the year will have the following probability: Once again, the above written a formula, which shall be interpreted in the following way. There is a 0.4% of probability that the portfolio ´s value is $0 (which means that both obligors have defaulted), a 7.6% of probability that portfolio ´s value is $5 (that is to say the obligor whose exposure was $5 did not default and the other obligor whose exposure was $10 did default), a 4.6% of probability that portfolio ´s value is $ 10 (which means that the obligor whose exposure was 10$ did not default and the one whose exposure was 5$ did default), and finally, an 87.4% of probability that portfolio ´s value is 15 $, (which is only possible if both obligors do not default by year end).
As can be deduced, as long as the number of factors is reduced, we get the result of this formula quite easily. After multiplying the terms, we can expand the formula in t, and in doing so it is necessary to calculate the nth derivative of , evaluated at ( )
The result shall then be divided by the nth factorial. This process is equivalent to equation (20) of the CreditRisk+ technical document, except for the fact that we have assumed a binomial distribution for the event of default. Alternatively, CreditRisk+ assumes a Poisson distribution for defaults, which allows one to find a simple recursive formula that, in turn, permits the calculation of the derivatives and factorials already mentioned. To introduce another example we now calculate the probability of loss suffered in the portfolio whose initial value at $10. We will assume a binomial distribution for the event of default. Thus, the probability generating function is: and when evaluated at t = 0 yields:
0.004 3003.0 +19 = 0.076.
(2.30)
This implies that the probability of suffering a portfolio loss of $10 during the year is 7.6%. If we take the case of formula for t 5 we will obtain the same result. This is due to the fact that in formula (2.26) the coefficient of t 5 represents the probability that the portfolio is worth $5, whereas the result of formula represents the probability that a portfolio loses $10. Formulas (2.26) and (2.30) are basically two different ways of representing the same event.
Another way of arriving at this convolution is via the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), which we will approach later in this paper, and which will help us to understand why CreditRisk + uses the Poisson probability distribution instead of Binomial probability distribution. 
The Probability Generating Function of is defined by:
The Moment Generating Function of is defined by:
The Characteristic Function, also called the Fourier Transform of , is defined by: 
For any subset of { } 1, 2 ,..., k X X X their (joint) probability distribution is called the marginal probability distribution of 1 2 , ,...,
The Generating Function of Joint Probability of is defined as:
The Joint Moment Generating Function of ( ) is defined as: 
The Joint Characteristic Function of ( is defined as: 
The characteristic function maps a continuous probability density function to a complex-valued continuous function, while the FFT maps a vector of n values to a vector of n values of complex numbers.
The characteristic function is defined as:
where i= −1 has the property
The characteristic function has one important property: if and are independent, the characteristic function of the sum is the product of the characteristic functions of and . Due to this relationship -in terms of characteristic functions -, the FFT can also be used to perform convolutions.
In terms of the characteristic function, we have:
as a result of the independence of N and .
K
The FFT of the sum of two independent discrete random variables is the product of the FFTs of two individual variables, on condition that enough zeros are added to each individual vector of probability. Note that the FFT is a one-to-one mapping from n points to n points, and which requires the input and output vectors to be of the same length. On the other hand, a longer vector is generally required for a discrete representation of the summation variable instead of for each component, since the summation variable will take on larger values with nonzero probability. If there is no place in the discrete vector, then the tail probabilities for the sum will wrap around and reappear at the beginning. Consequently, it is vital to add enough zeros to the right of each individual probability vector.
In order to speed up the FFT, it is convenient to use a probability vector with a length of . This can be simply done by adding zeros at the right of probability vector. Such condition is vital for perfect functioning, if we are to use the Excel Analysis Toolpak add-in to perform the FFT. 
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represent two probability vectors, then the following process can be used to evaluate their convolution:
1.
Pad the given vectors and with zeroes so that each one has a length of .
2.
Apply FFT to each vector and .
( )
3.
Calculate the product (complex number multiplication), element by element of the two vectors:
.
4.
Apply
the inverse function of the Fast Fourier
Transform (IFFT) to in order to recover the probability vector as a convolution of and g .
In the next section, we describe another method used to calculate both the losses and defaults generated by credit portfolio using CreditRisk + .
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When evaluating the losses originated in insurance portfolios, the methodology called frequency/severity is one of the most flexible methods. Here the loss frequency average and the loss severity average are used to calculate the cumulative average expected loss. With the purpose of developing a dynamic analysis of underlying risks, it is necessary to know not only the average but also the distribution of cumulative losses for quantifying loss variability. Apart from estimating frequency and severity averages, probability distributions are used to describe any possible variation in the number of contingencies and uncertainties concerning losses. The distribution of cumulative losses combines the effects of the frequency/severity of losses.
If applied to a credit portfolio, the concepts are:
Frequency:
The number of defaults in a portfolio, during a given period of time.
Severity:
The amount, in currency units, of each individual default; that is, the loss expressed in currency units, in the event of default (Loss Given Default, or LGD).
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Cumulative losses are represented as the sum , of a random number , of individual defaulted loans and/or
Considering the characteristic function, the previous model may be represented by:
where is the probability generating function of . This relationship suggests the following FFT algorithm for calculating the cumulative loss distribution in terms of the characteristic function.
N P N
Choose for some integer r ; is the number of points desired in the distribution of cumulative losses. In other words, the cumulative loss distribution shall have negligible probability outside the range [ 2. Add zeros to the severity probability vector so that it is of length . We denote the discrete severity probability vector of length as follows:
3. Apply FFT to the probability severity vector: .
Apply the probability generating function of the frequency, element by element, to the FFT of the severity vector: .
5. Apply IFFT to recover the distribution of the cumulative losses.
As an example of the above-mentioned algorithm, let severity be the degenerate distribution $1 with certainty, and let frequency be distributed Poisson. Thus, the distribution of cumulative losses is Poisson as well. After choosing the number of points, , the discrete severity distribution of the losses is a vector of n terms
. If the number of points is large enough it can be easily checked that the FFT algorithm reproduces the Poisson
is the probability generating function of a Poisson distribution. The following table shows the development of the algorithm previously stated using the example just discussed: Table I 
CreditRisk+: Basic Model
In the basic model CreditRisk + assumes that defaults in a given credit portfolio have a Poisson distribution, provided that:
• for a loan, the probability of default in a given period, say 1 month, is the same for any other month; for a large number of obligors, the probability of default by any particular obligor is small, and the number of defaults that occur in any given period is independent of the number of defaults that occur in any other period.
CreditRisk+ assumes as necessary conditions: 1) a Poisson distribution instead of a Binomial one, 2) a small magnitude for the default rate, and 3) a large number of obligors. The other conditions, such as independence and no conditionality, are necessary no matter what the distribution chosen for them. It is necessary to identify the number of obligors as with any other portfolio containing a finite number of obligors. The Poisson distribution, which specifies the probability of defaults, can be shown to be an approximation of the Binomial distribution. However, if the number of obligors is large enough, the difference between the number of defaults determined by Poisson distribution and a Binomial distribution becomes negligible.
But the question remains: Why does CreditRisk + choose a Poisson distribution? The answer shall be found in (3.4), since it has a simple resolution if we choose Poisson for calculating losses for the entire portfolio. This, in turn, allows one to calculate derivatives, which is nearly impossible to do in the case of a portfolio comprised by a very large number of obligors.
Probability Generating Function of a Poisson distribution.
The Poisson distribution mass, that is, the probability that N is equal to n, is given by:
The annual number of defaults is a random variable, with a mean and variance equal to µ , that is to say, the Poisson distribution is determined by only one parameter, µ .
For instance, if we assume that µ = 3, then the probability of no defaults in the next year is: 2) and the probability of 3 exactly defaults is:
( ) The probability generating function is equal to: and if we rewrite This is the probability generating function of a Poisson distribution. If we derive it manually as we've done, we arrive at formula (7) , to find out the terms of the series. This is:
For calculating the probability generating function of a Poisson distribution for n>0 , assuming the random variable X represents the number of obligors and their probability of default during a given period of time, the formula is
In order to calculate the probability generating function of a Poisson distribution for n>0 assuming the random variable X represents the exposed amount of an obligor and the probability of default for all obligors during a given period of time, we get:
As an aide to understanding the material, we introduce several examples in the following sections, focusing on the four methods of solution.
EXAMPLE 3.2:
Let's consider a given portfolio consisting of two obligors. We'll assume that one of the obligors has an unconditional probability of default of 8% annually, while the other obligor has a 5% annual default rate, and that the probability of default of one obligor is independent of the other obligor. Then, how shall the probability of the number of defaults in the portfolio be distributed? P Using the probability generating function concept, (2.28) and(3.8): Using the recurrence relations of CreditRisk+, namely (3.9) and (3.10), we obtain: Table II As the table shows, Poisson distribution is only an approximation. Indeed, it seems hardly possible to assign a probability to the occurrence of the event of 2 defaults in the portfolio when there is only one obligor 12 . As to the final outcome for the portfolio default distribution, it is hardly possible to have defaults greater than 2 when the portfolio consists of only 2 obligors. The true distribution for the number of defaults in the portfolio is shown in (2.24) , provided that the binomial distribution is assumed.
In the next example we use (3.9) and (3.11) for calculating the loss distribution of the portfolio.
EXAMPLE 3.3:
The previous example may be reintroduced using as the event of interest the portfolio loss instead of the number of defaults. Hence, if we consider that the first obligor has an exposure of $1, and the second one an exposure of $2, and for both obligors the recovery value is $0: How shall the loss probability be distributed for the entire portfolio? 
CreditRisk+: Extensions of the basic model 4.1 Randomness of the rate of Default: One sector
If the basic model which represents the ideal conditions of the credit market, we shall expect that both the mean rate of defaults and their variance over time be equal to µ . Unfortunately, research does not confirm this assumption. Let's consider the following information 13: In the case of those obligors placed into category B, historical data shows a mean of default per year of 7.42 obligors. If such obligors were distributed according to Poisson, we would expect a variance of 7.42, and consequently, a standard deviation of 2.72 obligors per year. Instead, obligors show a standard deviation of 5.1, which represents a variance of 26.01. Thus, under these circumstances, the Poisson distribution underestimates the real probability of default. This should not be surprising as it is expected that the mean default rate changes over time, being low when the economy is expanding and high when it is in recession.
In addition, in many situations, individual risks are correlated since they are subject to the same drivers of default, or are influenced by changes in a common underlying economic and legal environment.
One way of modeling situations where the individual risks are subject to the same default influences is to use a secondary mixing distribution. The aggregate losses of the credit portfolio can then be realized by following a twostage process: Firstly, the external parameter controlling default is drawn from a distribution function, which in the case of CreditRisk+ would be the Gamma distribution. Secondly, the severity of each external parameter is obtained as a realization from a conditional distribution function, conditioned on the realization of the external parameter drawn in the first step, and which is assumed 
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The Negative Binomial Distribution, , has a probability function:
where: and has the probability generating function:
Thus, in order to calculate the number of defaults in the entire portfolio we may use different methods, as is discussed in the following examples.
EXAMPLE 4.1:
Let's consider a portfolio consisting of two obligors. We will assume that the annual mean default rate is 8% for one of them, and 5% for the other, and that their annual standard deviations are 4% and 2.5%, respectively. Then, how shall the probability of the number of defaults be distributed in the entire portfolio?
Using the Negative Binomial probability distribution Using algorithm 2.2.5: Using the following Panjer 14 recursive algorithm: in order to calculate α we use If we want to use the Algorithm 2.2.5 we will need to derive a new probability generating function, which relates to the fact that loss events are not independent, but rather correlated to one another as the loss events all depend on some external factor. This assumption implies that other methods can be used for calculating the default losses.
The Gamma Distribution,
, has the probability function: Let's consider n discrete random variables .
Assume that there exists a random variable , such that:
where the variable Θ has the probability density function ,..., Example 4.1 may be introduced using as the event of interest the loss in portfolio value, instead of using the number of defaults. Thus, considering that the first obligor has an exposure of $1 and the second one $2, and the recovery value for both obligors $0 in the event of default, how shall the loss probability be distributed in the portfolio?
Using algorithm 2.2.5: 
Using the Panger 16 recursive algorithm
This algorithm was already discussed when we calculated the default distribution, but it can also be used (with some minor adjustments) to assess the loss distribution. Panjer showed that the loss distribution could be recursively evaluated using:
The starting value of the recursive algorithm is: When approaching the calculation of the loss distribution using this framework for several sectors we could use Monte Carlo simulation 20 . Although this approach adapts to any probability distribution, both for modeling the uncertainty in the factor and uncertainty in the loss distribution, it is generally an inefficient means for computation due its computing resource requirements. Another methodology is the one used by Finger 21 , and is similar to the approach that will be taken later in this paper. It combines Monte Carlo Simulation for modeling factor uncertainty (using standard normal distribution), and the FFT for modeling the loss distribution in a portfolio (assuming a Binomial distribution in this case). Despite the fact that this methodology chooses the probability distributions for us, which can be an advantage, the problems with Monte Carlo simulation persist. Last, but not least, CreditRisk+ uses the Gamma and the Poisson distributions as mentioned in the previous sections. This is a clear advantage as these distributions allow us to maintain a recurrence relation, which is quite effective in computing terms. Here the disadvantage is that there is no convincing research 22 which proves the uncertainty surrounding the default probability follows a Gamma distribution.
We shall now introduce the Value at Risk calculation for a credit portfolio using the distributions assumed by CreditRisk + , but instead using the FFT.
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Each sector is considered a portfolio by itself, and completely independent from the other sectors. The portfolio is thus partitioned into as many sub portfolios as there are sectors. Each sector portfolio will be assigned a weight corresponding to its idiosyncratic risk 23 , and which is in accordance with the concept proposed by William F. Sharpe; that is to say, the portion of the default rate that is not accounted for by systemic factors, sectors, etc., but by the financial structure of the obligor or itself. In this sub portfolio Let's continue with our real world containing only two obligors. One of them is an issuer with a bond priced at $1, having a default probability of 16% and a standard deviation of 8%. The other one is an obligor with an outstanding loan of $2, with a default probability of 10% and a standard deviation of 5%. In both cases, the recovery value at default is $0. We have seen this kind of data in previous examples; however, in this case it is necessary to add up the weights of each sector when determining the mean default of each obligor. (72) of the CreditRisk + technical document may be used to calculate the loss distribution of the entire portfolio, as will be discussed later. As for the values in this example, both distributions happen to be equal. The calculations to be carried out for their determination are also equal to the ones described in previous sections.
24 The values in this example were chosen in such a way that calculations made in the prevIous examples may be used in this one. As the algorithm was already explained in the previous section, here we only focus on the sectors and the calculation of the three first values of for each. Once again, the values used in this example make the calculation easier. The following formulas calculate the probability generating function of 0 as a product of 
CreditRisk + by FFT
In this section, we introduce a fully developed example for calculating the Value at Risk of a given credit portfolio. Likewise, and with the aim of bridging the gap between theory and computerized application, we introduce the examples using MatLab, R and VBA. Before we proceed, it is vital to review some of the basic concepts used by CreditRisk + , namely:
Exposure: Exposure is defined as the net loss suffered by the creditor if his counterparty fails to pay. In other words, it is the expected recovery amount at default. So, in order to calculate the LGD (Loss Given Default) it is necessary to know beforehand the recovery amount.
Bands:
The amounts into which a portfolio is subdivided. Each band is considered an independent portfolio. The exposure unit . 
∏
At first glance, this algorithm looks somehow different than the one introduced in section 2.2.3. However, it is quite simple to explain the differences. In algorithm 2.2.3, we assigned a vector for each obligor (i.e. f and ). Here, following the same criteria, we shall use as many vectors as there are obligors in band j, and recognizing that the probability of default for a particular band is the same for all the obligors contained in that band, we have g nº of obligors in band
It is possible to simplify the calculation using a single probability vector, computing the FFT of such vector and afterwards, using the power of complex numbers to raise the vector up to an exponent equal to the number of obligors that comprise the band. Simplifications, however, do not stop here. It turns out that when using algorithm 2.2.3 it is also possible to delete said power if using the expected number of defaults in band , j j µ , instead of the probability of default .
A P 26 In our example, the portfolio is 2.630 units of L and the expected loss 177; the unexpected loss is hardly higher than 1024, which is to say 2 10 . This is a suitable value for n, then. 27 Although we asume a Poisson distribuition for defaults, as in CreditRisk + , it is also possible to choose a binomial distribution. shall be the same for all debtors asociated with the same sector".
Extended Model
In this case (as already discussed in section 4), it is necessary to create additional sector allocations for each obligor as the below Here we have added up the percentage participations of the various sectors involved in determining the stochastic default rate. With the aim of developing a complete example, we have also incorporated a "special" sector called "own risk" 29 (following William F. Sharpe's criteria), which represents the portion of the rate of default that is not accounted for by systematic movements of the sectors, but by the particular financial structure of the issuer or obligor. Before developing this algorithm, it is worth mentioning that each sector is assumed to be an independent portfolio, and is in keeping with the CreditRisk + criteria. Thus, the portfolio in this example can be broken down into three sub portfolios of which one is detailed in the following 
